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Analyse

Hybridation

Hybrite is not a concrete concept.

It is rather a concept of nature and aesthetic sociologic.

This means that we can think the concept of 
hybridization as a solution only architectural but as a 
sociological and aesthetic result.

The development of a city mean creating 
communications through which the city will give a 
picture of yourself architectural and social.



Pantin



Network system

Object
   
 According to development of communication 
in virtual space, physical communication( face 
on face ) is reduced.
The benefits of communication in virtual 
space is that thers is no obstacle of distance 
and time. But this way is very cold and easy to 
cutted. And this communication increase 
quantity of informations but it is not a 
development we need. So the object of this 
project is to hybridize this virtual network in 
the physical space. In result of this 
hybridization, inhabitants of Pantin create his 
own images and encourage communication 
between them and between another city.
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   Hybridization with flow of time, transportation and commerce

- Installation in existing facilities
- Installation in commercial space
- Combination with physical flow

- Space for storage
- Space for training
    Create digital information
    Using this network system
- Library  
    Pôle quotidien
    Lending and returning of books
    Management of digital informations ( classification, digitalizing.....)
- Multifonctional space for cultural activity
    Exhibition, concert ....

 Server center



Design concept

Expansion to Canal
 - according as the addition of functions
Round shape
 - to have more panoramic view interior and exterior
Interactive facade
 - sign board for exchanging of informations
 - equipment for activities around the channel as a movie screen
Public garden
 - encourage visiting of inhabitants

Transparent sign board
 - Led lamp on an electric circuit CNT( carbon nano tube )
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Spots
•hybridization with existing facilities

- Mairie
- Leisure centers
- Schools
- 3 projects
- etc

•hybridization with commercial spaces

- Cafés
- Restaurants
- Cyber cafes
- Tabac
- etc

•hybridization with physical flow

Existing spots of public transportation

Spots of micro mobility 



Design concept

Tube
 - Metaphor of flow and circulation
 - Transformable to various forms

• Micro-mobility



Existing spots of public transportation

Public transportation + Network + Micro-mobility

Spots of micro mobility 

Network + Micro-mobility



• Unit of Network

Network in Musée(Alessandro’s project)

installation of unit in Musée
 - searching informations of exhibition, art and artist
 - comment in real time
 - record cultural activity

Network in Activity center (Ellisabetta’s project)

installation of unit in Activity center
  - equipment for performance
- present manuel of exercise equipment
 - record physical activity
 - give individual way to exercise

Network in the park (Capucine’s project)

installation of unit in the park
Using individual record of physical activities in server 
(moving distance, quantity of excercise...)
 - consultation about health of inhabitants (Center of 
health information)
Using individual record of cultural activities in server
 - educational consutation (Academic support center)



Case of KIM (Lycéen 16ans)

Case of Marienne (retraite 76ans)


